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Lesson Plan 



The Core foundational documents as defined by the Supreme Court 

in State vs. Chun, 194 N.J. 54(2008) are as follows: 

 
The alcohol influence report (AIR) (Chun 134) 

 

Operator’s qualification card (Chun at 134 – required witness) 

 

Most recent standard solution change report (30 days or 25 tests) (Chun 145) 

 

Certificate of analysis for solution used in Defendant’s tests (Chun 145) 

 

Worksheet A (Chun 150-51) 

 

Most recent calibration report from New Jersey State Police (performed every 6 

months) (Chun 145) including: 

 

Calibration record cover sheet (Chun 145) 

Part I Control test (Chun at 145) 

Part II Linearity test (Chun at 145) 

New standard solution report (if relevant) (Chun at 145) 

Breath-test coordinator’s qualification card (Chun 145) 

 

1) Evidential Requirements For Core Foundational Documents 

 

The admissibility in evidence at trial of Alcotest results is dependent upon the 

admission in evidence of every core foundational document by the prosecution. 

Each document must factually relate to every other document.  Without each of 

these documents in evidence, the test results are inadmissible. State vs. Kuropchak, 

221 N.J. 368(2015). 

 

2) Document Dumps 

 

Prosecutors who are unfamiliar or untrained in the necessary core foundational 

documents may attempt to perform a document dump by seeking to introduce in 

evidence all of the DWI Alcotest discovery items, few of which are necessary or 

required.  An objection to such an attempt should be interposed based upon the 

documents being both irrelevant (N.J.R.E. 403 (waste of time), N.J.R.E. 401 not 

relevant and N.J.R.E. 101(a)(3) requiring relevancy during an N.J.R.E. 104(a) 

hearing). 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=2035822275&pubNum=0000583&originatingDoc=I75861813859011dd8eb884aff72e79cf&refType=RP&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=9595b6bcb2e049fdbc9d4a0244f9c289&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=2035822275&pubNum=0000583&originatingDoc=I75861813859011dd8eb884aff72e79cf&refType=RP&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=9595b6bcb2e049fdbc9d4a0244f9c289&contextData=(sc.Search)


3) Burden of Proof During Trial 

 

The process for consideration of these documents is N.J.R.E. 104(a) hearing during 

which the Rules of Evidence are relaxed in favor of evidence that the Court finds 

to be relevant and trustworthy in the interest of justice (NJRE 101(a)(3)).  Rule 403 

and a valid claim of privilege apply during the 104(a) hearing.  Admissibility in 

evidence is based upon proof by clear and convincing evidence (Romano vs. 

Kimmelmann, 96 N.J. 66 , 89-90 (1984)). 

 

4) Burden of Proof After Trial 

 

A court's decision to admit proof into evidence against a party, even if it is over 

objection, does not preclude the party from disputing the strength of that evidence 

at the end of trial.  Before a final judgment of a defendant's guilt can be entered, 

the evidence must have shown beyond a reasonable doubt that he or she is guilty. 

 

Thus, although Alcotest BAC results are admissible into evidence upon a proffer 

by the State satisfying the Chun conditions to a clear-and-convincing degree, the 

State's ultimate burden of proof at the end of trial is more rigorous.  After hearing 

all of the testimony and considering all of the admitted exhibits, the judge 

ultimately must be persuaded that the elements of the offense, including the 

defendant's offending BAC level, have been proven beyond a reasonable doubt. 

State vs. Campbell, 436 N.J.Super 264, 271-72(App.Div.2014). 

 

5) Core Foundational Documents Defined 

 

The foundational documents that we conclude need to be entered into evidence 

therefore are few.  They are: (1) the most recent calibration report prior to a 

defendant's test, with part I—control tests, part II—linearity tests, and the 

credentials of the coordinator who performed the calibration; (2) the most recent 

new standard solution report prior to a defendant's test; and (3) the certificate of 

analysis of the 0.10 simulator solution used in a defendant's control tests.  Absent a 

pre-trial challenge to the admissibility of the AIR based on one of the other 

foundational documents produced in discovery, we perceive of no reason to require 

that they be made a part of the record routinely. State vs. Chun, 194 N.J. 54, 145, 

943 A.2d 114(2008), subsequent determination, 215 N.J. 489, 73 A.3d 1241(2013). 

 

i. Operator's Qualification Card (additionally, operator must testify at the trial. 

Chun at 134) 

[Good for the year granted + 2 calendar years]; (see N.J.A.C. 13:51-1.8(d)); 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=2015498950&pubNum=0000583&originatingDoc=I75861813859011dd8eb884aff72e79cf&refType=RP&fi=co_pp_sp_583_145&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=9595b6bcb2e049fdbc9d4a0244f9c289&contextData=(sc.Search)#co_pp_sp_583_145
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=2015498950&pubNum=0000583&originatingDoc=I75861813859011dd8eb884aff72e79cf&refType=RP&fi=co_pp_sp_583_145&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=9595b6bcb2e049fdbc9d4a0244f9c289&contextData=(sc.Search)#co_pp_sp_583_145
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=2031587672&pubNum=0000583&originatingDoc=I75861813859011dd8eb884aff72e79cf&refType=RP&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=9595b6bcb2e049fdbc9d4a0244f9c289&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1012299&cite=NJADC13%3a51-1.8&originatingDoc=I75861813859011dd8eb884aff72e79cf&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=9595b6bcb2e049fdbc9d4a0244f9c289&contextData=(sc.Search)


 

ii. Most recent calibration report from NJSP—(Chun at 145); 

 

iii. Most recent standard solution change report prior to defendant's test (Chun at 

145) (Note—this document may sometimes be included as part of #2 above); 

 

iv. Certificate of analysis used in defendant's control tests—(Chun 145); 

v. The Alcohol Influence Report; (Chun at 134); 

 

vi. Worksheet A Tolerance Calculations (Chun 150-151). 
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